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Upward Facing Dog: The Story of
Dedication, Duty and Loyalty
It’s common knowledge that dogs and
humans have a strong symbiotic
connection. Recent research reveals that
there’s actually a biological reason for this.
Our brains, it turns out, have evolved to
encourage this connection. Anecdotally,
I’ve found this to be true in my life. I always
have a dog by my side.
The Spanish word for pet is “mascota”
which sums up the role dogs play for us.
Through thick and thin, they stand by us,
believing in us, cheering us on, loving us whether we win or lose.…they are steadfastly
loyal.
My mascotas are three border terriers. This ancient Scottish breed is known for its
demanding dedication to loyalty….loyalty to values, routine, and their humans. We don’t
need an alarm clock because my borders alert us promptly at 6:00 am that it’s time to eat
breakfast, 3:30 pm that it’s time to walk, 5:00 pm that it’s time for dinner and 9:30 pm that
it’s time to go to bed. My borders are the most present and happy creatures I know. They
loyally honor their schedule, their “job” and us. They begin each day with a good front
body stretch (up dog) followed by a counterbalancing down dog. They also teach me to
sprinkle in both naps….and exercise throughout the day.
The Story of Dharma and the Dog
Although the asana up dog (urdhva svanasana) is probably just a few centuries old, dogs
have played a part in yoga philosophy for much longer. The great ancient epic (cerce 600
BCE), the Mahabharata, uses a “loyal dog” story to teach the importance of dedication,
duty and loyalty. Within the Mahabharata, is the Bhagavad Gita which tells the tale of an
epic battle between good and evil. On the side of good are the five Pandava brothers, who
really didn’t really want to fight, but did so because of their loyalty to their dharma and duty
to defend their people. They win the battle and, led by the eldest brother, Yudishthira set
out to travel the diﬃcult path north to the mountain of Heaven. An unknown dog joins them
along the way. As the group travels, things get more dangerous and one by one, travelers
drop oﬀ. However, the dog loyally stays with Yudhishthera. When the two reach Heaven's
gate, they are greeted by Lord Indra, Heaven’s ruler, who refuses the dog entry. Yudishthira
pleaded, “This dog has been loyal to me through this most arduous journey. He is
completely devoted to me and it would be against dharma to abandon one so loyal.
Throughout our terrible journey, he stuck with me even though he had many opportunities
to leave. I will not abandon him now.” As soon as his words were spoken, the dog became
the very incarnation of Dharma. Dharma has both an embodied and a potential or abstract
dharma. By dedication to the dog (embodied Dharma), Yudhisthira has fulfilled his own.
This had been a test of Yudhisthira’s dedication to Dharma, of his value as a ruler and man.
All of Heaven’s inhabitants cheered and the dog and his man walked through the gates
together.
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Throughout the Gita, we see this message repeated in other forms. Duty and Dharma pair
together like human and dog. However, this concept is a big part of yoga philosophy since
earliest records and through current teachings. Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras (200 BCE) tell us the
way of yoga is “tapas, svadhyaya and ishvaripranidhana” (YS2.1). We are to be dedicated
to the work, to the self-study, but without expectation of reward. Patahbi Jois’s famous
quote, “Practice and all is coming.” is a more current iteration of this idea. Like loyal dogs,
we yogis should be devoted to routine, returning to our practice day after day, without
expectation, but rather like Yudishthira’s loyal dog, with a dedication to follow our own
inner knowing. We are encouraged by yoga sages to consider it our Dharma to bring the
qualities of loyalty, love, and persistence to your practice.
The Asana
Upward facing Dog (Urdhva Mukha Svanasana)
OORD-vah MOO-kah shvon-AHS-anna
urdhva=rising or tending upward, raised muka=face shvana=dog
First, let’s look at the general shape of this pose. If you have been around canines at all,
you can see why this pose is so named. This prone backbend, with the the frontside
stretched, the backside supporting that opening…..and only the tops of the feet and the
hands on the floor (yes, quadruped… just like dogs). The front chest lifts upward so that
the face is skyward. It is an exhilarating, energetic shape that also evokes a vibe of
hopefulness and joy. If we had tails, you could imagine they would be wagging. You also
might imagine “a dog's smile”…the energy is eager to please, happy and playful.
• Enter the pose, from a face-down position, tops of the feet on the floor hip-width apart.
Keeping the legs slightly inwardly rotated, straight and strong, raise them oﬀ the floor
pressing the tops of the feet down and drawing the hips forward as they come just oﬀ
the floor.
• Use the hands to raise the chest and head upwards oﬀ the floor, while maintaining the
action of the bandhas, hands and legs.
• Pull sternum through the arms, stack the shoulders over the wrists (not in front of, you
want the wrist angle to be 90).
• As in all backbends, modulate the spinal curves in this is pose by slightly engaging all
three bandhas and considering “loops” of energy. If you think about your spine as a
garden hose, the bandhas and loops keep the hose from being crimped. Look for a
feeling of openness and flow, not compression. Refer to the diagram and see if you can
feel these bandhas and loops in your own body as follows:
• Mula and Uddiyana bandhas/Pelvic Loop: Feel a lift from the center of perineum
moving all the way up through the core of the body & the crown of the head The
hips will be in retroversion (backward pelvic tilt): tailbone lengthens towards the
heels or even slightly down to elongate and protect the lumbar. The deeper (gluteas
minimus) muscles contract to facilitate a slight inner rotation of both femurs. You
might imagine you are squeezing a block to help feel this….or actually use a block.
The abdomen draws towards low back. Lift out of the base of pelvis. Think of this
as a loop (or line of energy) moving from tail to pubic bone, pubic bone to navel,
navel to low back.
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• Jalandhara bandha/Thoracic Loop: Even though the shape of this pose is “upward
facing”, protect the neck from being compressed in lordosis, by slightly tucking in
the chin. You might imagine you are holding a mango between sternum and chin.
This is part of a second loop, the Thoracic Loop, that moves in the same direction
as the Pelvic Loop above. You can think of the Thoracic Loop as a line of energy
moving forward from the bottom tip of the shoulderblades, then scooping forward
and up to “excavate” the heart towards the sternum. The loop moves on up to the
back of the throat and back down to the shoulderblades. However, because we
don’t want to “bloop out” energy in the front throat, the slight Jalandhara bandha
maintains the integrity of the spine’s structure and the energetic flow.
• As in all backbends, to keep from exploiting either of the two “loops” just
mentioned. Consider a third loop in the middle moving in the opposite direction
(this loop pulls the low ribs down towards the hip pointers towards the low back
and up the back. Again, this keeps energy from being “blooped out” the front body
and the back body long.

Notes:
As the counterpose to the “exhaled” adho mukha svanasana in Surya Namaskar, this pose
is clearly related to the expansive action of inhaling. You can practice these two together
on an exhale (down dog) to the inhale (up dog).
Benefits:
This pose is a powerful, demanding backbend. It teaches us coordination of many moving
parts….and this takes a loyal dedication to awareness of all those parts. The energetic
expression is courageous, joyful, loving and open-hearted…..like the attitude of most
dogs.
The entire back body is strengthened and the front body opened (except the slight
uddiyana and jalandhara bandha action). It teaches the role of the legs and bandhas in
supporting the lumbar spine during backbends. Upward-facing dog also strengthens the
wrists and arms. Energetically, it is an energizing, “extroverted”, and heart-opening asana
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that can balance not just our natural tendency to slump forward and to curl in on ourselves
when we feel depressed or overwhelmed.
To Modify:
Elevate your hands on yoga blocks or a chair seat. You could also do this against the wall.
Another option is to tuck your toes as you go up into the pose to help lift the legs; once
you’ve achieved your full height, untuck them (or not).
You can also get some of the same benefits of updog in other backbends (camel, locust,
standing/urdvha hastasana). In any of these modifications, just keep in mind the general
shape. See article on backbends.
Contraindications:
Avoid this pose if you have injuries to your neck, wrists, shoulders, or low back, or if you
have recently had surgery involving your abdomen or back. Save it for later if you are in
your second or third trimester of pregnancy.
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